Peggy,

Hello ☺ I hope that this missive finds you in good health and cheerful spirits.

I am sending you a copy of a Petition for Writ of Mandamus to compel the Wis D.O.C and the Wis. Parole Comm. to release me according to statutory mandate.

As you may be aware the law regarding lifer's changed over the years and the concept of old law and new law grew in popularity without any real differential meaning?

In my research of Wisconsin law especially laws dealing with inmates - the vast majority of cases where dismissed because the argument was not clear - even though the issues had merit, the courts where reluctant to second guess on the issue. The petition I send to you clarifies the issue, as it applies to lifer's. The Petition is self-explanatory and is of first interpretation. I cannot see how the court will be able to dismiss it as clear law.

It took me a while to put it together but that's all it takes to change the D.O.C overreach. I plan to submit it March 6, 19 and wanted to share with you this alternative issue.

[Signature]

[Handwritten date]

[Handwritten name]